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No.2019/CEDO/SRl08(2) New Delhi, dated 11.07.2019

The Director General
R.D.S.O.
Manak Nagar, Lucknow-2260 11

The General Manager
All Zonal railways

Sub:- Improvement in working of High Output Ballast Cleaning Machine, Model-RM-900
(supplied by M/s Plasser, India) to manufacture's drawing No. RE.00.055.01 Rev. 2
(Maximum axle load-21.St).

Ref:- (i) Railway Bd letter no. 2019/CEDO/SRl08(l), dated 11.07.2019
(ii) RDSO letter No. TM/HMIl1l39/BCM/RM-900, dated 21.02.2019
(iii) CCRS letter No. Q.120111l0/2018-19-d'.fct., ~ - 26.04.2019.

With reference to your above application under reference (ii) above, sent through the
Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, Lucknow; sanction of the Ministry of Railways, Railway
Board has been communicated for PROVISIONAL sanction for operation of High Output Ballast
Cleaning Machine, Model-RNI-900 (Supplied by M/s Plasser, India) to manufacture's drawing
No. RE.00.055.01 Rev. 2 (Maximum a-xle load-21.5t) up to a maximum speed of 50 kmph when
running on its own power and 65 kmph when running in train formation as dead vehicle by zonal
railway vide Railway Board letter under reference (i) above. CCRS, while recommending for
introduction of this machine to Railway Board has suggested following measures for
improvement in working of this machine:

1. The waste conveyor belt can swivel towards adjacent line while working. This can cause
infringement to adjacent line and should not be left on human control. There should be
automatic mechanism to ensure that there is no infringement to adjacent line while working.

11. RDSO has certified the maximum speed of the machine as 50 Krnph when running on its own
power, however if the speed exceeds this value, then there should be some mechanism to
regulate the speed automatically.

Ill. Elaborate operating procedure to be framed by Railway Administration for both driving mode
and working mode for operation of the machine on single line/double line/multiple lines
territory.

IV. Complete spare parts catalog is available on the machine and sufficient maintenance spares
shall be available in the depot. Fast moving spares list needs to be prepared.

v. In general, during movement in the block section reverse movement of the machine should
not be permitted. However, during the shunting operations when it is necessary to drive the
machine in reverse direction, the same should be automatically limited to small distance and
should be done after deputing trained staff in rear. Railway administration should frame
adequate working procedure for the same.

VI. When the machine is required to work on middle line (s) in multiple line territory, the muck
disposal unit should be used ahead of the machine or on adjacent line with separate engine.
This should be covered in the operating procedure.

Vll. All the staff working with the machine must wear safety helmets, proper shoes and masks to
avoid inhaling of dust.

vin. The setting & winding of cutting chain at the time of working may take longer time which
will reduce the output of the machine for ballast cleaning. This needs to be examined by the
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railway. The machine should give intended output within the normal block periods which are
generally given for working of such machines.

IX. The railway should frame elaborate operating instructions for operations of the machine and it
should be ensured by railway that each & every staff of the machine is aware of the same.

x. The capability of maintaining cross level by machine during lifting and deep screening is to
be checked by Railway. Railway is instructed to verify the cross level and longitudinal level
after the working on curve including transition portion so as to know the machine is capable
of adjusting the cant & versine automatically.

xi. The railway should also check the output of machine while using the machine for lifting of
the track instead of ballast cleaning and the see that track parameters after maximum possible
lifting are within acceptable limits as per IRPWM.

It is requested to examine and attend above improvements in the working of present High
Output Ballast Cleaning Machine, Model-R1\1-900 to the extent possible before its actual
operation & also make efforts to attend these improvements in toto in future High Output Ballast
Cleaning machines. The compliance of the same should also be submitted to CCRS. .
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[Phone: 030-44803(Rly): OII-23383379(MTNL)]

No.2019/CEDO/SRJ08(2) New Delhi, dated 11.07.2019

~ forwarded for information to :

1. The Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, Office Compound ofDRMINER, Ashok Marg,
Lucknow, W.Lt. his endorsement no. Q.1201111O/2018-19-Cf.f<l".,~ 26.4.19.

2. Executive Director (Standards)/ Motive Power, RDSO, Lucknow.
3. Executive Director (Standards)/ (Track-I), RDSO, Lucknow.
4. Executive Director/Track/Machine), Railway Board.


